Cascade Media Convergence Final Plenary Notes

Next steps/agreements/priorities:

CONTENT SHARING:
--online calendar of cascade media happenings
--coordinated presentation of cascade media resource sharing--whos where with what doing what
--use CMC website as beginning hub for this

CAMPAIGN SUPPORT:
--Crowdsource information/content on gentrification project
--Homeless Bill of Rights (Dec 22) needs advanced media training, publicity, youtube channel, archive, graphic design

INSTITUTIONAL CONNECTIONS:
--Funnel media needs/organizations to directly connect with student projects
--Access to university tools and trainings/track for empowerment workshops for university folks
--Platform for distributing/highlighting information from local media orgs via online university presence

RESOURCE NETWORK:
--general skills share needs: syndication, remote broadcasting, graphic design, archiving
--ongoing benefit show structure to support/raise awareness about a different group
--a list of resources and organizations doing media work in Cascadia (build off of CMC list)

VIDEO:
--video mentorship program (sound and tech mentorship as well)
--committed video production group

RADIO:
--a network of radio stations
--content sharing --start with Radio for All to upload shows to share
--support KBOO news tip resource